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Overview
For years, infrared saunas have been a staple in the natural wellness
industry due to the relaxing effects and health benefits. Red light therapy is
a fast-growing modality in the industry gaining popularity due to its photocellular healing potential. Both modalities deliver health benefits, but are
radically different in how they work.
If you are considering adding either or both to your natural wellness
business, it is important to understand the differences and associated
costs.
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Saunas
The primary goal of sauna therapy is to induce a thermal response in the
body. Bodily responses to heat can include accelerated heart rate,
accelerated metabolic rate and overall cardiovascular improvements.
These reactions in the body are what initiate the health benefits like
weight loss, improved blood circulation, anti-aging, relaxation etc.
Traditional sauna temperatures typically range between 150 F - 180 F with
control over humidity levels.

As a business owner, you understand the importance of maximizing
profit on every square foot of the property. With COVID-19 health
precautions being implemented, many traditional and/or infrared saunas,
intended for multi-person use, are operating at limited capacity or not at
all. Sanitation and social distancing can be very challenging when using a
wellness modality intended for multiple sweaty people. If you are
considering a sauna, account for additional costs such as electrical,
showers, towels and insurance.
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Infrared Saunas
Infrared saunas are a unique modality within the industry, comparable to
heated lamp rooms. Infrared saunas use light to heat the body directly as
opposed to traditional saunas which heat the air around you.
The average temperature inside an infrared sauna can range from 120 F 140 F, which can be more comfortable for clients than traditional sauna
temperatures.
According to a study published in
the National Institute of Health, “As
infrared heat penetrates more deeply
than warmed air, users develop a
more vigorous sweat at a lower
temperature than they would in
traditional saunas.”
Though infrared saunas may
penetrate deeper than traditional
saunas, the LEDs are typically too far
from the body to penetrate the skin.
Due to the limited number of red
LEDs, infrared saunas do not deliver
photo-cellular capacity of red light
therapy systems. (Even if the sauna
uses the irradiance of light necessary
to be considered infrared)
Far-infrared saunas, powered by far-infrared heat, may not have any red
LED lights. So while the infrared and far-infrared saunas deliver heatbased therapy, they are not considered authentic photobiomodulation
systems and do not deliver mitochondrial healing.
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Red Light Therapy
Red light therapy is a natural and noninvasive way to ignite cellular-level
healing within the body. When lightwaves of a specific irradiance are
administered close enough to the body, the mitochondria in our cells are
rejuvenated. Without harmful UV rays, red light stimulates a reaction in the
body similar to sunlight. In the simplest of terms, photobiomodulation is to
the body, what photosynthesis is to plants; energy. This is where red light
therapy gets the technical term, photobiomodulation (PBMT).
By activating the mitochondria of our cells, energy proteins are produced
at a higher rate which can deliver cellular-level healing, inflammation
relief, chronic joint pain relief, collagen production, skin toning etc. Red
and near-infrared wavelengths provide cellular energy without stressing
the cardiovascular system.
WARNING: Be wary of retrofitted tanning
beds that have replaced harmful UV rayfluorescent tube lighting with red LED tube
lighting. These cheap imitations will not
deliver photobiomodulation healing
because the tube lighting does not
penetrate past the skin. Medical and
industrial-grade full-body red light therapy
systems, such as Prism Light Pod, deliver
mitochondrial healing and speed recovery
4-10 times faster with thousands of red and
near-infrared LEDs applied within a ½ inch
to the body.
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Prism Light Pod
Prism Light Pod is the industry’s most powerful full-body red light therapy
system. Our system sits the closest to the body, penetrating 8-10 times
deeper than any other photobiomodulation light bed and delivering light
therapy benefits that saunas do not.

Prism has optimized the irradiance for six settings that satisfy 95% of
patient use cases:
Speeds Performance Recovery
Reduces Chronic Pain
Fast Injury & Wound Healing
Soothe Arthritis & Joint Pain
Promote Anti-Aging & Skin Toning
Weight-Loss Management

In each session, clients can comfortably benefit from 360 degrees of
optimized 630nm, 660nm and 850nm lightwaves in just 15 minutes. In one
hour, your natural wellness business can schedule four private, sanitary and
unattended sessions without the hassle of becoming or hiring an expert in
photobiomodulation.
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Conclusion
If you are considering adding a red light modality to your business, ensure
that you understand exactly how it works and differs from other
technologies. Heat-based saunas function by initiating a thermal
cardiovascular response (increased heart rate) which causes reactions
throughout the body. Red light therapy uses light technology at a specific
irradiance (light frequency and intensity) and proximity to the body, to
activate cellular reactions which ultimately result in the many
scientifically proven health benefits.
The health benefits behind these technologies are both different, yet
undeniable. Consider all factors to help you decide which is best for your
business. Ultimately, you can rest assured that both can be offered as
complementary services to enhance the benefits.
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Prism Light Pod vs. Infrared Saunas
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PRISM LIGHT POD

ABOUT PRISM LIGHT POD
FOUNDED IN 2016, PRISM LIGHT POD MANUFACTURES AND SELLS THE
INDUSTRY’S MOST ADVANCED FULL-BODY COLD-LASER SYSTEM FOR
PERFORMANCE RECOVERY, PAIN MANAGEMENT, WEIGHT-LOSS AND
ANTI-AGING. PRISM LIGHT POD IS HEADQUARTERED IN DENVER, CO AND
DISTRIBUTES ITS PRODUCTS WORLDWIDE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PRISM LIGHT POD
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.PRISMLIGHTPOD.COM
EMAIL US AT INFOPRISMLIGHTPOD@GMAIL.COM
CALL US AT (720) 231-5384
FOLLOW PRISM LIGHT POD ON LINKEDIN, YOUTUBE, INSTAGRAM,
FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
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